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Abstract—Robinson-Foulds(RF) is a widely used metric in
various phylogenetic analyses including clustering and generating
consensus or most-parsimonious trees. Current methods are
limited by one or more of the following: 1 versus 1 computation,
limited to the basic RF calculation, use one tree collection, are
not scalable, and restrict taxa. This paper presents Bipartition
Frequency Hash Robinson-Foulds (BFHRF), a scalable and exten-
sible approach for computing the average RF between disparate
binary evolutionary tree collections. The novelty of our approach
is utilizing a bipartition frequency hash data structure to perform
parallelized tree versus hash comparisons in substitution of all
possible tree versus tree comparisons. The data structure and
updated computation algorithm results in an order of magnitude
reduction in both runtime and memory usage. It is 39x faster
and 22x reduction in memory compared to HashRF, a fast
current method. Additionally, the tree collection distribution can
be modified for RF variants and variable taxa due to the lack of
restrictions imposed by the hash and retention of all bipartitions.
Lastly, BFHRF is implemented in a modular way and provides
an easy to use installation and interface for calculating the
average RF of query trees against a collection of reference trees.
https://github.com/achon/bfhrf

Index Terms—Comparative phylogenetics, Robinson-Foulds
distance, algorithm, parallelization

I. INTRODUCTION

Phylogenetic analyses use distance metrics to assess rela-

tionships between taxa in evolutionary trees. These analyses

often use clustering, maximum likelihood, or consensus tech-

niques and are the cornerstone of comparative phylogenetics.

A structural approach to calculate the similarity between taxa

in two trees is to compare the bipartitions of both trees [1].

A bipartition is defined as removing an internal edge of the

tree and dividing the taxa into two sets. The derived distance

metric, Robinson–Foulds (RF), computes the set difference of

bipartitions of the two trees [2]. The RF metric is routinely

applied and often generalized for specific analyses [3]. There

are numerous alternative metrics such as triplet and quartet

distance [4], [5], however, we focus on RF. Here we introduce

a data structure and updated algorithm to allow for scalable

and extensible RF calculation of one tree versus many trees

rather than the traditional many tree versus tree comparisons.

A common analysis is to find the tree that best summarizes

a group of trees under some optimality criteria. Two umbrella

problem statements are most parsimonious [6], [7] which uses

character data i.e. structure and minimal evolution [8], [9]

which uses branch length. Therefore, with the RF metric as the

chosen optimality criteria, we must find a query tree from a

possibly given set of query trees or the set of all possible trees

that has the lowest distance to the collection of given reference

trees. The naive approach is to generate RF for each query tree

against every reference tree and select the tree with the lowest

collective RF distance. Many approaches were implemented

that generate the all versus all RF matrix of every tree against

every other tree while others directly compute the RF of each

tree against the reference trees and then average. The collective

distance here can be the sum of the distances of each query

tree against the reference trees or the lowest average distance.

Many initial methods directly calculate the matrix or average

sequentially [10], [11]. Current state of the art approaches

include using hashes and related data structures to speed up

computation such as PGM-Hashed and HashRF [12], [13].

Both methods use hash functions with compression to speed

up computations while allowing for collisions that result in

potentially error-prone RF computations. Additionally, they

are not parallelized. Also, modern data sets are growing larger

in both number of taxa and number of trees which will require

scalable solutions. In this paper, we refine the problem to

directly calculating the average RF distance of a tree against

a collection of trees using a collision-free hash data structure

in a scalable manner.

In computing the distance of every tree from the collection

of trees, the current state of the art is often restricted and

not extensible. Current methods only allow for one collection

of trees or require the taxa between all trees to be identical,
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which is not typical of real-world data sets. This constraint

removes information and these tools are generally not ap-

plicable to RF supertree analyses [14]–[16] or other most

parsimonious problems. Other problems require modification

to the bipartitions such as information content [17] before the

RF calculation. Many of these restrictions are due to chosen

data structures such as a hash with collisions in HashRF or

heuristics, which make modifications not readily transparent.

There have been modern approaches to handle generalized

RF for variable taxa [18] as well as for modifications such

as information content. Additionally, recent work has led the

field into modifying RF for various analyses and specific

needs such as generalization of bipartitions, labeling of nodes,

and or handling other connotations within the tree [19]–[21].

Our approach is extensible since it allows for variations by

using a data structure that maintains all the bipartitions of the

trees. Therefore, any variations to the RF calculation can be

performed in a straightforward manner on our approach as

would have been done on the traditional RF calculation.

In this paper, we introduce Bipartition Frequency Hash

Robinson-Foulds (BFHRF). This approach is both scalable and

extensible. Our approach follows the original RF computation

and directly computes differences in bipartitions by creating

a hash of the reference trees’ bipartitions. This allows the

many tree versus tree comparisons to be efficiently replaced by

fewer tree versus hash comparisons. Additionally, we employ

parallelism at the comparison level, allowing for a user-

friendly implementation in both the modification and ease

of execution along with the related speedup over sequential

and current methods. We see at least an order of magnitude

improvement in both time and memory, resulting in an 8884x

and 39x speedup and a 26x and 22x reduction in memory

over sequential and current methods for large data sets. In

regards to input, our approach allows for different query and

reference tree collections. This allows us to directly compute

RF of a collection of disparate query trees against a collection

of reference data trees. Lastly, the approach allows for all

generalizations and variations of the RF metric such as variable

number of taxa to filtering bipartitions to be applied in the

same manner as traditional RF would. We believe this method

will aid phylogenetics in finding the most parsimonious tree

from a collection of query trees against a collection of refer-

ence trees in an easy to use, scalable, and extensible manner.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Notation

Let T be any unrooted tree and B(T ) be the set of all

bipartitions of that tree. R = [T1, ..., Tr], denotes the r
reference trees. If the query trees are not the same as the

reference trees, then Q = [T1, ..., Tq] is the collection of q
query trees. If there is only one data set, then Q is R and q is

r. Additionally, the single collection will be referred to as R
and r. For any tree Ti, ni represents the number of species or

taxa. For comparison purposes, all trees have the same taxa

meaning n is fixed across all trees in R and or Q.

B. Bipartition Encodings

A bipartition of a tree is a split of the taxa of the tree

obtained by removing one edge of the tree and a common

encoding scheme is a bitmask vector. Taxa are ordered and

assigned a bit location. Assuming all trees have the same

taxa, a bipartition is a bit vector of length n where 0s

and 1s represent which taxa are on which side of the split.

We employ Dendropy and therefore use their scheme, [22].

We give a generic example below that selects one taxa and

the partition containing the taxa to be the 1s and the other

partition to the be the 0s. Here, for these examples, we

select species A to be the partition. For an unrooted tree,

T , defined by Newick string: ((A,B), (C,D)), with species

A,B,C,D, and bitmask ordered alphabetically from right to

left, then B(T ) = {0001, 1101, 1011, 0111, 0011}. Another

tree, T ′, with the same species however defined by Newick

string: ((D,B), (C,A)) would have a different set of bipar-

titions: B(T ′) = {0111, 1101, 1011, 0001, 0101}. Removing

the edges to the leaves yields the same bipartitions, however

the two trees differ in their bipartitions when removing the

internal edge. Alternative tools were possible as a foundation

such as ete3 [23], Pylogeny [24], and FastTree [25], but

Dendropy was chosen since it is a complete framework and

widely used. Additionally, bipartitions are a commonly used

data type in many metrics and therefore we do not cover the

computation algorithm. Any generic traversal algorithm can

be used to generate the bipartitions in O(n2) time since there

are O(n) bipartitions and each bit vector is of the length n.

C. Robinson Foulds Distance

For two trees, T and T ′, traditional RF is defined as the

sum of the symmetric difference of the two bipartition sets,

[2]. Using Day’s Algorithm, [26], it is O(n). However, in our

model there are O(n) bipartitions in a tree and each is a bit

vector of length O(n). Therefore, for our model the theoretical

time complexity of RF is O(n2).

RF(T, T ′) = |B(T ) \B(T ′)|+ |B(T ′) \B(T )|

|| represents the cardinality or the number of bipartitions

in the set where \ is the set difference operator. Therefore,

|B(T ) \ B(T ′)| is the number of bipartitions in B(T ) minus

the bipartitions in B(T ′) if they exist in B(T ). This can

also be written as |B(T ) − B(T ) ∩ B(T ′)|. Therefore, if

B(T ) = B(T ′), then the set difference is the empty set. If the

two sets have no intersection, the set difference is the number

of bipartitions in B(T ). In our example, for T and T ′:

RF(T, T ′) = |B(T ) \B(T ′)|+ |B(T ′) \B(T )|
= |{0011}|+ |{0101}| = 2. (1)

The base RF metric varies based upon implementation. It is

often defined with a divide by 2 to average out the differences

or normalized.
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D. Computing the average RF of trees in Q versus R

The goal is to compute the average RF of each query tree

in Q against the collection of reference trees, R. Traditional

methods compute all q versus r comparisons and or generate

an all versus all RF matrix. Current fast methods such as

HashRF compute the all versus all RF matrix and use multiple

hashes or other data structure(s) to speed up computation. We

give a generic sequential approach and our proposed direct

computation over the set for the average RF of each query

tree against the collection of reference trees.

E. Algorithm: Sequential average RF

This algorithm represents the generic sequential algorithm.

In general, each tree in Q is compared against the collection

R in a 1 versus 1 manner through a double loop. The general

algorithm consisting of computing bipartitions of all trees

and computing RF for all 1 versus 1 comparisons is for a

non data structure based approach and can be implemented

using various tools. Alternatively, HashRF and other data

structure based algorithms still perform q versus r computation

operations even though they use a data structure. Below we

detail the general algorithm to give grounds for comparison to

BFHRF.

An alternative to the generalized algorithm is to recompute

bipartitions for the reference trees for each query tree. We do

not use this approach as there is a time versus space trade-

off and most importantly, it is not done in other methods and

therefore comparisons would not be equivalent.

q = |Q|, number of trees in Q
r = |R|, number of trees in R
RFdist = empty, keys are trees and values are average

RF

Function SequentialRF Q, R
forall Trees T ∈ R do

B(T ) ← Compute bipartitions of T
end
forall Trees T’ ∈ Q do

sumRF = 0
B(T ′) ← Compute bipartitions of T ′

forall Trees T ∈ R do
sumRF += |B(T )\B(T ′)|+ |B(T ′)\B(T )|

end
RFdist[T

′] = sumRF

r
end

end
Algorithm 1: Sequential RF

III. APPROACH

A. Proposed Algorithm: Bipartition Frequency Hash
Robinson-Foulds (BFHRF)

Our contribution is directly computing the average RF
distance between a tree and a collection of trees rather than

computing all tree versus tree comparisons and averaging. We

do this by introducing a bipartition frequency hash of the

reference trees which preserves the accuracy and extensibility

of the RF calculation and reduces the double loop of q times

r to only r. Then we update the calculations to perform

tree versus hash comparisons in a manner that preserves the

same extensibility as the traditional RF computation while

maintaining the embarrassingly parallel characteristic. The first

loop creates a hash of the reference trees’ bipartitions, BFHR,

with the frequency of all partitions in R dynamically. Trees are

parsed, bipartitions generated as bitmask vectors, and are saved

in the hash as frequencies of those bipartitions. This hash,

BFHR, contains the bipartition frequencies of all the reference

trees, R, and can still be pre-processed according to gener-

alized or variant RF algorithms. For the 2nd sequential loop,

we dynamically parse trees in Q, generate bipartitions, and

compute q comparisons versus the hash resulting in average

RF values for each tree in Q against the collection of reference

trees, R. Overall, this approach replaces the tree versus tree

comparisons with tree versus collection comparisons using a

hash that retains accuracy and extensibility while reducing

time and space complexity. See Algorithm 2.

BFHR = empty hash, keys are bipartitions and values

are the frequency of the bipartition in R; we assume

that BFHR[b] = 0 if b is not present in the hash

sumBFHR = 0

RFdist = empty hash, keys are trees and values are

average RF

Function BFHRF Q, R
forall Trees T ∈ R do

B(T ) ← Compute bipartitions of T
forall bipartitions b ∈ B(T ) do

BFHR[b] += 1
sumBFHR += 1

end
end
forall Trees T’ ∈ Q do

B(T ′) ← Compute bipartitions of T ′

RFleft = sumBFHR

RFright = 0
forall bipartitions b’ ∈ B(T ′) do

RFleft −= BFHR[b
′]

RFright += r − BFHR[b
′]

end
RFdist[T

′] = RFleft +RFright

r
end

end
Algorithm 2: Simplified Bipartition Frequency Hash

Robinson-Foulds (BFHRF)

In traditional RF, we calculate the symmetric set difference

between the two trees’ bipartitions. Here, we adjust the calcu-

lations to perform set difference between one tree’s bipartitions

and the reference collection’s bipartitions. In the left set

difference, |B(T ) \ B(T ′)|, it is straightforward to adjust to

the distribution calculation. We now sum the frequency values

of the reference collection’s hash. For each query bipartition,

if that bipartition exists in the reference hash, we then subtract
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the query bipartition’s frequency. It follows since the set

difference of two trees is the sum of the set minuses for each

bipartition. For any given T versus T ′, it is the number of

bipartitions in T that are not found in T ′. When scaled to the

hash, it is the sum of the frequency of bipartitions in BFHR

which represents the bipartitions of the T s in R that are not

in T ′.
In the right set difference, |B(T ′) \ B(T )|, this counts the

bipartitions of T ′ that are not in T or the number of query

tree bipartitions that are not in the reference tree. To do this

operation with the reference collection’s hash, we multiply the

query bipartitions by a factor of r since there are r trees in the

reference collection. The set minus operation no longer holds

since it has a value and therefore for each bipartition in T ′

denoted b′, we subtract BFHR[b
′]. The resulting value ranges

from 0 to r. The 0 case is where every tree in BFHR contains

the specific query bipartition while the r case is the opposite

and the query bipartition is not in BFHR.

Traditional RF has two set difference terms. In the algorithm

written here, there are replacements for each set minus. For

direct comparison, Algorithm 2, is written with separate RF
terms to mirror the two set minuses.

B. Implementation

For base comparison purposes, we implemented a full Q,R
RF comparison protocol in Python using the Dendropy pack-

age, hereby referred to as DendropySingle (DS). As mentioned

previously, other implementations or tools could have been

used, however it is inconsequential since we’re interested

in the relative speedup over the sequential approach and

other algorithms. We chose Dendropy and implemented the

various algorithms to give the same foundation for comparison

purposes. We can load Q,R, generate all bipartitions, and then

compute RF, however this is not memory efficient. We thus

load the reference trees, R, generate all bipartitions of the

trees in R, and dynamically load Q to compute RF using

approximately half the memory. See Algorithm 1. It should be

noted that we can load all trees dynamically, that is recompute

bipartitions for each tree in R q times and save memory.

However, this is not in other algorithms and therefore for

comparison purposes, we left it equivalent where we load the

entire reference collection into memory.

Additionally for comparison purposes, we implemented a

parallel version of DS using the multiprocessing package in

Python. In particular, we parallelized the reading of trees,

generating bipartitions, and then computing RF comparisons

at the tree level. This implementation is hereby referred to as

DendropySingleMP (DSMP). DSMP gives data to understand

the parallelization overhead and how a parallelized sequential

version compares to hash based methods such as HashRF and

the proposed BFHRF.

HashRF uses multiple hash functions to create a labeled

hash. It also uses a bitmask vector scheme to represent

bipartitions. It is written in C++ and used for comparison

purposes. The MapReduce version, MrsRF, was unable to

be run in current MapReduce implementations on various

platforms.

Lastly, we implemented BFHRF in Python on top of the

Dendropy package. The implementation is memory efficient at

the trade-off of speed. It dynamically reads the reference trees,

R, and creates the bipartition frequency hash, BFHR. Next, it

dynamically reads the query trees, Q, and computes the RF
of each query tree against the bipartition frequency hash. It

also uses the multiprocessing package in Python to perform

parallelization seamlessly for the user by simply specifying the

number of CPUs available. Unfortunately, due to the current

implementation using the multiprocessing package, it loads all

R trees at once, increasing the memory footprint.

C. Accuracy

RF is a distance metric and is deterministic. It is reflexive,

RF(T, T ′) = RF(T ′, T ) and has other metric properties [2].

For all methods used in this paper, tests were conducted

to confirm accuracy (results not shown as it is a metric).

The reported RF for all methods were equivalent barring any

specific RF equation implementation differences. HashRF and

others such as PGM-Hashed may not be fully deterministic.

They use bit vectors of less than n−1, which leads to hashing

collisions resulting in error in the RF computation. However,

here HashRF was run with options to reduce collisions as

much as allowed. Therefore, we do not see any differences

in accuracy between any of the compared methods. We also

account for an occasional division by 2 that averages out the

set differences.

IV. THEORETICAL TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY

Creating bipartitions of a tree, B(T ), is O(n2) in bits while

computing the set differences between two trees, |B(T ) \
B(T ′)|, are each O(n2) relative to bipartitions. Therefore, the

RF distance between 2 trees, T, T ′, with the same taxa, n, is

also O(n2), as previously stated. This follows from Equation
1. See Table I for an overview of the algorithm in regards to

time and space complexity.

A. Computing bipartitions

Computing bipartitions, B(T ), of any tree, T , is O(n2)
as described previously. Any generic traversal method while

tracking taxon is sufficient. Additionally, if n is fixed across

trees, we do not need to record the trivial bipartitions. If we’re

using binary trees, there are a total of 2n−3 bipartitions for a

given n and n− 3 when excluding the trivial leaf bipartitions.

B. RF between 2 trees

The RF of any 2 trees: RF(T, T ′) is O(n), [26]. In our

model, the set difference computation is O(n2) since there

are O(n) bipartitions each of which is of length O(n).

C. DendropySingle (DS) and DendropySingleMP (DSMP)

DS and DSMP algorithms are O(n2qr). These are the

sequential and parallelized version of the SequentialRF algo-

rithm, Algorithm 1. It is a result of the algorithm having a

double loop to calculate all pairwise tree versus tree, q versus
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TABLE I
ALGORITHMS AND THEORETICAL COMPLEXITY. DS AND DSMP WERE

IMPLEMENTED IN PYTHON ON TOP OF THE DENDROPY PACKAGE.
HASHRF WAS IMPLEMENTED IN C++ AND HAS LOWER OVERHEADS IN

BOTH TIME AND MEMORY. BFHRF WAS ALSO IMPLEMENTED IN PYTHON

ON TOP OF THE DENDROPY PACKAGE. DSMP AND BFHRF UTILIZE THE

MULTIPROCESSING PACKAGE IN PYTHON. BFHRF IN THEORY IS O(n2)
IN SPACE COMPLEXITY, HOWEVER THE CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION IS

O(n2r) DUE TO THE NATURE OF MULTIPROCESSING.

Algorithm Time Space Parallel

DendropySingle(DS) O(n2qr) O(n2r) No
DendropySingleMP(DSMP) O(n2qr) O(n2r) Yes

HashRF O(n2r2) O(n2r2) No
BFHRF O(max(n2q, n2r)) O(n2)∗ Yes

r, RF distances where each comparison is O(n2). Therefore,

the naive approach is bound by the size of the trees, n, and

both sizes of the tree collections, q and r.

D. HashRF

HashRF is also O(n2qr) or O(n2r2) since the method only

accepts one collection of trees, thus Q is R. The method

still computes r versus r comparisons using the hash and is

therefore still bound by the square of the number of input trees.

Also, it is relative to the square of n since it still generates

and compares all bipartitions of each tree.

E. Proposed Algorithm: Bipartition Frequency Hash RF
(BFHRF)

The BFHRF algorithm is O(max(n2r+n2q)) in time. This

is from reducing the double loop across both collections of

trees to 2 sequential loops, each across only one collection.

Specifically, we create the bipartition frequency hash, BFHR,

and then calculate RF of each tree in Q against the hash.

Therefore, instead of calculating qr time comparisons, it uses

r operations to create BFHR and then q tree versus hash

comparisons. Comparing a single tree against BFHR is still

O(n2) as there are O(n) bipartitions in the query tree and

checking for each bipartition in the hash is O(n). Ultimately,

it is O(max(n2r, n2q)).

F. Space Complexity

As with time, all methods are O(n2) in bits relative to n.

Due to the nature of computing all versus all comparisons,

at least one collection of trees must be loaded into memory.

Therefore, both DS and DSMP require O(n2r) memory to

store the reference trees and their bipartitions. Additionally,

HashRF and MrsRF only accept one collection of trees as input

and maintain an r x r matrix resulting in O(n2rr) or O(n2r2)
in terms of memory. However, BFHRF does not need to load

all trees into memory. From R, it creates the BFHR which is

O(n2). Additionally, it dynamically loads Q and computes

the RF which maintains the memory footprint of O(n2).
However, it comes at a cost. If Q is R, then it has to parse

and compute bipartitions for each tree twice. Note that the

approach is theoretically O(n2), but due to the implementation

of the dynamically read trees all being cached while using the

TABLE II
DATASETS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS. THE AVIAN AND INSECT DATASETS

ARE USED TO SHOW PERFORMANCE ON REAL WORLD DATA SETS. THE

VARIABLE NUMBER OF SPECIES AND TREES ARTIFICIAL DATA SETS ARE

USED FOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS AND IN PARTICULAR, THE

VARIABLE NUMBER OF TREES USED IN REPLACEMENT OF THE INSECT

DATA SET FOR HOW WELL THE TOOLS PERFORM ON A LARGER DATA SET.

Name Taxa, n Trees, R Type Source
Avian 48 14446 Real [27]
Insect 144 149278 Real [28]

Variable Trees, R 100 1000:100000 Sim [29]
Variable Species, n 100:1000 1000 Sim [29]

multiprocessing package in Python, it is O(n2r). A different

parallelization method or GPU implementation can be done in

O(n2) memory.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We compare the running time of DendropySingle (DS),

DendropySingleMP (DSMP), HashRF, and BFHRF run with

a varying number of CPU cores where applicable. Our results

are expressed in runtime, memory, and CPU efficiency, Table
I.
DS refers to the base RF implementation built upon

the Dendropy Python package calculating the difference

between bipartition sets and is single core. DSMP uses the

multiprocessing Python package to implement parallelization

of bipartition calculations and comparisons at tree level.

HashRF uses multiple hash functions scheme and is single

core. MrsRF is a MapReduce implementation of HashRF

and is multi-node and core capable. Unfortunately, we were

unable to run MrsRF on a MapReduce implementation.

The code has not been updated since the original release in

2010. BFHRF also uses the Python multiprocessing package

to implement parallelization of bipartition calculations and

comparisons at tree level.

In testing the efficiency of BFHRF, we use several real and

simulated data sets, Table II. The data sets range in the

number of species, n, and gene trees, R. In all runs, we

use the data set as both the reference trees, R, and query

trees, Q, thus Q is R and q is r. The real data sets are used

as time and memory benchmarks for method comparison.

The simulated data sets are used to show the speed up and

memory advantage for BFHRF and stability of the algorithm

compared to other methods.

The simulated data sets follow methods from ASTRAL-II

[29] in generating their S100 data sets using SimPhy [30].

We alter the number of taxa and gene trees to suit our

experimental design.

All code and data are available at

https://github.com/achon/bfhrf. In all the results reported, we

use a 10 core, 20 thread Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114 CPU

@ 2.20GHz with 96GB of RAM and an SSD HD.

VI. RESULTS

We investigate the performance of the 4 methods on 2 real

and 2 simulated data sets. The Avian and Insect data sets
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Fig. 1. Avian data set with 48 taxa and 14446 gene trees, n=48, r=14446.
Each data point is the first r trees of the data set. Top: Wall runtime of each
algorithm. Bottom: Maximum resident memory used by each algorithm.

show examples of normal to larger data set sizes and problems

faced with real data. The simulated data sets were designed to

highlight performance across varying tree collection sizes and

number of taxa for comparison. DS and DSMP are sequential

approaches that both attempt to use memory efficiently. DSMP

is the multiprocessing version of DS. DS and DSMP are

known to take days to weeks to run for larger data sets.

Therefore, we estimated the rate of trees per minute over at

least an hour and estimated the total amount of time for Q
trees. HashRF and BFHRF are hash based methods with only

BFHRF being multiprocessing capable. DSMP and BFHRF
were run with 8 and 16 CPUs for all data sets, configuration

denoted by algorithm followed by the number of CPUs used.

A. Avian data set

On this real data set with taxa, n = 48, and a reasonable

number of gene trees, r = 14446, the dichotomy between

non-hash and hash based methods is evident. Figure 1 depicts

the runtime and memory usage of the 4 algorithms over

multiple data points of this data set. In particular, r =
1000, 5000, 10000, 14446 trees were used as data points.

DS takes 1.28m to 226.06m for 1000 to 14446 gene trees

in a non-linear manner. DSMP8 and 16 ran in 39.00m and

Algorithm n R Time(m) Memory(MB)
DS 144 1000 3.31 228
DS 144 50000 10946.35 9069
DS 144 100000 45882.54 17945
DS 144 149278 99535.6 26916

DSMP8 144 1000 0.64 242
DSMP8 144 50000 1400.26 12320
DSMP8 144 100000 20.65* 24400*
DSMP8 144 149278 29.07* 36612*

DSMP16 144 1000 0.48 251
DSMP16 144 50000 10.03* 12318*
DSMP16 144 100000 19.59* 24395*
DSMP16 144 149278 31.81* 36607*
HashRF 144 1000 - -
HashRF 144 50000 - -
HashRF 144 100000 - -
HashRF 144 149278 - -

BFHRF8 144 1000 0.04 46
BFHRF8 144 50000 2.81 478
BFHRF8 144 100000 7.25 892
BFHRF8 144 149278 12.91 1259

BFHRF16 144 1000 0.03 64
BFHRF16 144 50000 2.58 1240
BFHRF16 144 100000 6.58 2335
BFHRF16 144 149278 11.85 3363

TABLE III
INSECT DATASET RESULTS FOR ALL ALGORITHMS AND MULTIPLE CPU

OPTIONS. 8 AND 16 SUFFIX DENOTE NUMBER OF CPUS. A * DENOTES A

MEASUREMENT TAKEN WHEN THE JOB WAS KILLED BY THE KERNEL. A -
INDICATES THAT THE PROGRAM WAS UNABLE TO RUN.

27.20m, respectively on the full data set. HashRF and BFHRF
take orders of magnitude less time, 1.65m and 0.33m for

HashRF and BFHRF16. The dichotomy in runtime between

the sequential methods, DS and DSMP, against the hash based

methods, HashRF and BFHRF, are evident on this average

sized data set. However, the DSMP is parallelized, which

greatly reduces its runtime.

In regards to memory usage, the non-hash based meth-

ods require more memory. DS and DSMP require 1.28GB

and 1.68GB compared to 0.45GB and 0.37GB of RAM for

HashRF and BFHRF when r = 14446. HashRF also starts

to show its non-linear memory requirements relative to the

number of trees, r.

B. Insect data set

We see the instability of some of approaches on this real

data set with taxa, n = 144, and a large number of gene trees,

r = 149278. HashRF could not read this data. We believe

this is due to the data being unweighted, where the trees

only contain structural information and no branch lengths or

distances. Additionally, the DSMP approach failed to complete

when r became large. The jobs received a kill signal from what

we believe to be due to memory concerns.

DS takes up to an estimated 99535.6m or 69.12 days to

complete when r = 149278. DSMP failed at higher values of

r, however DSMP8 ran r = 50000 in an estimated 1400.26m

where DS was estimated at 10946.35m, an order of magnitude

faster. We expect near-linear speedup from DSMP8 over DS

which we see in both the Avian and Insect data sets. BFHRF8

ran the full data set in 12.91m. Assuming an approximately

8x speedup of DSMP8 over DS, we still expect DSMP8 to
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run in 12441.95m, 1,000 times slower than it’s BFHRF8 hash

counterpart.

DS requires 26.92GB RAM to run the full data set. The

DSMP8 and 16 jobs required 36.61GB RAM when the kernel

killed them. In contrast, BFHRF8 and 16 required 1.26GB and

3.36GB RAM. The frequency hash implementation of BFHRF
is responsible for the large disparity in memory usage.
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Fig. 2. Variable number of trees with 100 taxa, n=100, r=[1000, 25000,
50000, 75000, 100000]. Various data points were not able to be completed
as the jobs were killed due to memory constraints by the Linux operating
system. This includes HashRF r=100000, and DSMP8 r=75000, 100000, and
DSMP16 when r=50000, 75000, 100000.

C. Variable Species, n

This simulated data set increases taxa from 100 to 1000 and

has a consistent number of trees, r = 1000. The purpose is

to see the effect of increasing n on the algorithms and verify

time complexity. In general, DS and DSMP showed higher

rates of linear increase in runtime than HashRF and BFHRF.

It should be noted that the upper limit of taxa is most likely

implementation based due to limits of hash key lengths or

other language and or implementation specifics rather than the

taxa number itself. Additionally, all methods showed a linear

increase in memory usage. However, the lower linear increase

in memory of the hash based methods is due to using hashes.

HashRF has collisions while BFHRF contains frequencies, so

the memory growth is slower. For a data set that has some form

TABLE IV
VARIABLE NUMBER OF TAXA DATASET RESULTS FOR ALL ALGORITHMS

AND MULTIPLE CPU OPTIONS. 8 AND 16 POST-FIXES DENOTE THE

NUMBER OF CPUS USED FOR DSMP AND BFH.

Algorithm n R Time(m) Memory(MB)
DS 100 1000 3.72 254
DS 250 1000 15.8 605
DS 500 1000 46.04 1165
DS 750 1000 99.49 1634
DS 1000 1000 160.26 2226

DSMP8 100 1000 0.66 276
DSMP8 250 1000 2.48 681
DSMP8 500 1000 7.17 1454
DSMP8 750 1000 14.37 2275
DSMP8 1000 1000 24.03 3163

DSMP16 100 1000 0.66 273
DSMP16 250 1000 1.95 675
DSMP16 500 1000 5.56 1425
DSMP16 750 1000 11.24 2225
DSMP16 1000 1000 18.73 3101
HashRF 100 1000 0.02 9
HashRF 250 1000 0.02 14
HashRF 500 1000 0.03 23
HashRF 750 1000 0.06 32
HashRF 1000 1000 0.11 42

BFHRF8 100 1000 0.04 44
BFHRF8 250 1000 0.09 58
BFHRF8 500 1000 0.22 87
BFHRF8 750 1000 0.39 127
BFHRF8 1000 1000 0.57 183

BFHRF16 100 1000 0.03 46
BFHRF16 250 1000 0.08 61
BFHRF16 500 1000 0.22 92
BFHRF16 750 1000 0.35 135
BFHRF16 1000 1000 0.47 197

of centralized distribution due to evolution or simulation, the

probability of seeing unique bipartitions decreases as n and r
increase and therefore bipartitions are not new entries in the

hash. See Table IV.

In theory, all the algorithms are O(n2) relative to n in

runtimes. However, it is evident from the data that efficient

data structures reduce the runtimes to be linear in practice.

Using the data from BFHRF8 and BFHRF16, we calculate

R-Squared and Pearson Correlation Coefficients. BFHRF8, 8

cores, has an R-Squared of 0.988 and 0.994 for Pearson,

while BFHRF16, 16 cores, has values of 0.997 and 0.999,

respectively.

D. Variable Trees, R and r

This simulated data set with n = 100 and r = 100000
was created to run HashRF on a larger data set since it

could not run the Insect data set. We also see the non-linear

runtime growth trends in DS, DSMP, and HashRF compared

to BFHRF. DS was estimated to take 36508.66m for the full

data set while the kernel killed the larger DSMP jobs. HashRF

was unable to run the full data set, however it did run for jobs

up to r = 75000 which ran in 84.33m. For the same r, DS was

estimated at 19190.46m while BFHRF8 and 16 ran in 2.81m

and 2.16m, Figure 2. As the size of the data set increases, in

particular to r, we see HashRF’s non-linear runtime behavior.
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TABLE V
VARIABLE NUMBER OF TREES, R, DATASET RESULTS FOR ALL

ALGORITHMS AND MULTIPLE CPU OPTIONS. THE 8 AND 16 POST-FIXES

DENOTE THE NUMBER OF CPUS USED FOR DSMP AND BFH. SOME JOBS

WERE KILLED DUE TO LINUX THROWING A KILL SIGNAL TO THE JOB,
BUT, THE PROFILER REPORTS TIME AND MEMORY USAGE AT TIME OF

TERMINATION. THE TIME AND MEMORY ARE MARKED BY A ∗ TO

INDICATE VALUES WHEN THE JOB WAS KILLED.

Algorithm n R Time(m) Memory(MB)
DS 100 1000 3.65 254
DS 100 25000 2221.19 4526
DS 100 50000 8466.61 9007
DS 100 75000 19190.46 13488
DS 100 100000 36508.66 17970

DSMP8 100 1000 0.87 272
DSMP8 100 25000 337.01 6090
DSMP8 100 50000 1354.28 12141
DSMP8 100 75000 13.75* 18194*
DSMP8 100 100000 17.99* 24243*

DSMP16 100 1000 0.69 273
DSMP16 100 25000 241.7 6093
DSMP16 100 50000 9.03* 12145*
DSMP16 100 75000 13.79* 18199*
DSMP16 100 100000 19.06* 24247*
HashRF 100 1000 0.01 9
HashRF 100 25000 5.61 1299
HashRF 100 50000 30.48 5032
HashRF 100 75000 84.33 11206
HashRF 100 100000 7.80* 19822*

BFHRF8 100 1000 0.04 44
BFHRF8 100 25000 0.93 181
BFHRF8 100 50000 1.85 323
BFHRF8 100 75000 2.81 460
BFHRF8 100 100000 3.96 593

BFHRF16 100 1000 0.03 46
BFHRF16 100 25000 0.72 197
BFHRF16 100 50000 1.42 355
BFHRF16 100 75000 2.16 519
BFHRF16 100 100000 2.90 691

These non-linear increases corroborate the theoretical runtimes

found in Table I.
In terms of memory, this larger data set can show the

complexity of the methods. In particular, DS and DSMP show

linear growth while HashRF shows squared growth matching

the theoretical complexity. BFHRF in this implementation

is linear relative to r, but a much smaller coefficient than

DS and DSMP. These results match the theoretical memory

complexities. See Table V for the full data table from which

Fig 2 is generated from.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Runtime

DS and DSMP are the sequential and parallel versions of

the general approach. These algorithms are non-linear in time

complexity, making larger problems unsolvable in a reasonable

amount of time. HashRF is non-linear, however due to its

lightweight implementation and data structure, it is very fast

especially for small data sets. It was designed to compute the

all versus all RF matrix which we can average to generate

average RF values. Though, it is not scalable i.e. linear in the

number of input trees. BFHRF is designed to handle exactly

that area, large number of trees and taxa, and is linear in

regards to the input trees. However, we do see reduced speed

up when increasing from 8 to 16 cores for BFHRF. Overall,

for small data sets, the current approach such as HashRF is

sufficient. However, as can be seen for even 100 taxa and

100,000 trees, HashRF is not stable and scalable where the

BFHRF approach excels.

B. Scalablilty

BFHRF is scalable in that it is both linear in runtime and

is parallel. The current implementation of BFHRF uses the

multiprocessing package in Python, which operates on a single

node. We chose this implementation due to its ease of use,

modification ability, and a very large real data set can be

completed in 12 minutes and 3.3GB RAM with 16 threads,

Insect n=144 and r=149278. In regards to HPC, it is possible

to extend this to a multi node configurations through the

utilization of additional Python packages such as Ray [31] or

other alternative frameworks. However, one of the tenets we

held with this project is that it should be easy to deploy, use,

and augment. BFHRF currently requires only a base Python

installation and the base Dendropy package as multiprocess

is standard with the base installation. We do propose a GPU

implementation for future work.

Specifically, this approach showcases the scalability due to

using a bipartition frequency hash that can be parallelized

at the tree versus hash level. This level of scalability is

possible in any language or implementation and may reduce

the parallelization overhead.

C. Memory Usage

In general, these programs must read the two tree col-

lections, Q and R. In many scenarios, Q and R are the

same collection of trees. In the sequential implementation we

must load all trees needed for the analysis, both Q and R.

However, we can dynamically load Q reducing memory usage.

Even with this reduction, this approach does not compare to

the hash based methods. HashRF, due to it’s implementation

leanness uses less memory than the sequential implementation.

However, due to retaining the all versus all matrix, it is non-

linear. Eventually it becomes unstable at large data sizes such

as r=100000 in the variable number of trees data set.

Alternatively, BFHRF dynamically generates the hash,

which reduces the memory footprint further to linear in regards

to taxa only. In practice, this is not true since as r increases,

the total number of unique bipartitions in BFHR increases,

but at a decreasing rate since the chance to see new unique

bipartitions decreases as the number of unique bipartitions

approaches the maximum. Additionally, the implementation

enforces a proportional 1 to 1 increase in memory with the

number of trees. However, the number of unique bipartitions

is dominated by n. In going from 100 to 1000 species, the

memory footprint of BFH16 increases from 46 to 197MB, a

less than 5 fold increase for a 10 fold increase in the number

of taxa. In the variable number of trees data set with 100 taxa,

it uses 44 MB vs 593 MB when going from 1,000 to 100,000
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trees. This is an less than a 14 fold increase in memory for

a 100 fold increase in the number of trees. Lastly, we see

higher memory consumption for the 16 thread versions over

the 8 thread counterparts. We believe this is due to the inherent

nature of using more threads resulting in a larger overhead

and may be reduced in another implementation or removed

altogether in the GPU implementation.

D. Extensibility: different Query and Reference collections, Q
and R

The sequential approach allows for two collections: query

and reference trees. HashRF and other hash based methods use

the same set of trees as both the query and reference. They do

not allow the comparison of different sets. Therefore, if one

wants the distance of some query trees against a collection

of reference trees, one must merge the sets and compute tree

comparisons that are not of interest. This simplification and

complication amount to added compute time and memory.

Additionally, for many analyses, we are not interested in the

all versus all RF matrix. We only want the average RF of the

query trees against a different collection of reference trees.

BFHRF assumes that Q and R are not the same collection by

default.

E. Extensibility: variable taxa, n

The sequential approach and HashRF only accept trees with

the same taxa. That is, all trees contain the same taxa or

species. It is an over simplification and is currently a target

area of research [32]–[34]. Many modern approaches handle

trees with different taxa in various ways. A common reduction

to the supertree problem statement reduces all trees to the

taxa intersection of all trees. Other approaches attempt to

reconcile the difference. Regardless of the approach, the ability

to handle variable taxa is a current area of focus and the

BFHRF approach can be amended with the same modifications

as traditional RF. This is due to the hash being reversible, thus

any modifications to the bipartitions or other preprocessing is

still applicable.

F. Extensibility: RF variations

The sequential algorithms implemented here and current

methods such as HashRF do not directly implement gener-

alized RF distances. In the sequential approach, it is possible

to implement variations. However, HashRF uses multiple hash

functions with collisions. It is not obvious how to implement

alternate RF calculations of potentially differing taxa between

trees and variable RF metrics. BFHRF by using a non trans-

formative hash maintains the bipartitions and has the flexibility

to introduce preprocessing for variable RF calculations. It is

the same as the sequential approach which has no limitations

on the variation of RF computed. We currently demonstrate

this flexibility by implementing bipartition size filtering with

plans for additional variable RF methods as future work.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Calculating the distance between trees is a common problem

in many phylogenetic analyses and we demonstrate a scalable

and extensible update to the computation of RF of many

trees. Current approaches are either not scalable, extensible

or both especially for calculating the average RF distance of

a tree against a collection of trees and utilize naive sequential

solutions or compute the all versus all RF matrix problem

which is useful for clustering techniques. However, we can

simplify to the average RF value for most consensus type

analyses. Additionally, current trends in the field include

generalized RF for customization to specific problems. BFHRF
addresses this need by calculating RF of a tree against a

collection of trees in a non-transformative manner preserving

extensibility. The approach is scalable as it improves runtime

and memory usage over current solutions and is parallelizable.

BFHRF is a lightweight and easy to use tool as it uses

a common language, Python, and builds off the most com-

prehensive Tree package in Python, Dendropy. It affords for

easy installation, built in parallelization, and ease of use.

Additionally, BFHRF is extensible for implementing and using

alternate generalized RF metrics and variable taxa methods.

IX. FUTURE WORK

Given the scalable and extensible implementation of

BFHRF, we propose three areas to further the usage of this

approach. First, we plan to implement various generalized

Robinson-Foulds or variable calculation methods. Addition-

ally, assuming this does not conflict with other calculation

methods, we will deploy a loss less and reversible compression

of the bipartitions as keys in the hash to further reduce

memory. We will also implement other applications of directly

using a BFH. This future Python package can be used across

various studies due to having a catalog of RF variations

in an easy to use implementation. BFHRF already allows

different tree collections to be compared, but currently the

taxa must be fixed across all trees. There have been recent

developments in variable taxa RF computations which we will

implement in this framework. And lastly, we will explore a

GPU implementation. This type of workflow may not benefit

from a GPU since it has a low compute versus data ratio,

but the massive number of computations are independent,

sequential, and non conditional with the only roadblock being

the collection of results. We believe a GPU implementation is

worth evaluating given that data sets will only increase in size

in the future.
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